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1. ABSTRACT

This report, compiled by Kevin, Trott presents the results of an archaeological evaluation which anticipates
the construction ofa new cover building and visitor centre at the Roman villa at Brading. The evaluation has
sought sufficient information to establish the presence/absence, extent, condition, character, quality and date
ofany archaeological deposits surviving in the area whieh may be affected by new ground works. It follows a
brief which has been approved by the County Archaeologist and English Heritage.

Where the planned visitors centre has been proposed to the south of the main villa house. prehistoric
occupation surfaces have been identified. Where the cover building is planned, a small portion of the Roman
courtyard wall and some foundations of the NymphaeuJn were examined. Here, undisturbed Roman
construction trenches were found to contain some new possible dating evidence. New dating evidence was
also evident where the footings of the external wall of Room 2 were exposed. Spoil heaps and dumped layers
associated with the Victorian excavations were also examined around western margin of the main villa house.
To the west of this house. the site of'Building 31' was evaluated where it approached the footprint of the
proposed new cover building. Here, in-situ floor deposits were identified. A portion of a small Roman stone
feature was also uncovered to the south-west of the main villa complex

2. INTRODUCTION

2.1 Tile Brief
The Oglander Roman Trust and English Heritage commissioned Kevin Trott to carry out an archaeological
evaluation at Brading Roman Villa. Morton, Sandown. Isle of Wight. This work was planned in advance of
the construction ofa new cover building and associated facilities. The execution of this assessment was
assisted by David Tomalin.

The Isle of Wight Museums Primary Record Number is PRN 1017.

The application for $MC is SMC 200111 -5.

2.2. TI,e location and geology oftile site
Brading villa is situated on the eastern side of the Isle Wight not far from the western bank of the Eastern Yar
river. The villa lies at the scarp foot of the Island's spinal range ofchalk downs. Here it occupies a landscape
whieh has been designated as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The Roman villa lies on the light
sandy soils derived from the ferruginous sands of the Lower Greensand series. It overlooks the junction of the
river Yar and an old configuration of Brading Haven. This former inlet (close to the small medieval town of
Brading) was still navigable up until the middle of the 13th century. After this date the construction of a
causeway and successive drainage works succeeded in reclaiming most of the haven for pasture (see fig. 1).

The O.S. Grid Reference is SZ 60000 86300.

2.3. rhe archaeological and historical backgroulld
Brading Roman villa was discovered and partially excavated by Captain Thorp and other antiquarians in the
18801s. The site contains the excavated and unexcavated remains ofa winged corridor house (here termed the
'villa house·).lt is aeeompanied by northern and southern ranges of building flanking a central courtyard or
precinct. This complex of stone buildings has been tentatively dated to the 2nd to 4th centuries A.D. The
main villa house, which is the principal subject of this report, contains very fine in-situ mosaics dating to the
4th century. There are also subsidiary buildings and structures including a bath house and malt-driers.



It is likely that the remains ofan Iron Age settlement could lie beneath the some part of the Roman remains at
this site. A geophysical survey undertaken in 1994 highlighted features which were later to be buried when
the new car park was constructed in 1997. These features, thought to be of Iron Age date, suggest that the site
was occupied around the time of the Roman Conquest (Trott, 1999).

Recent archaeological work has included a 1994 field evaluation by the Central Archaeology Service of
English Heritage. This assessed the potential impact ofa proposed drainage scheme. A geophysical survey on
and around the villa in was also carried out at this time. Evaluation sections were also cut through the
courtyard area and the villa's north and south ranges in 1995. A watching brief was also maintained over the
construction of the new car park in 1997.

The Roman villa sits within a significant archaeological landscape. This includes a Bronze Age burial mound
and an extensive field system on Brading Down. All known details of the archaeological remains in the area
are held on the Isle of Wight County Sites and Monuments Record.

3. THE EXCAVATION METHOD

This work described in this report comprises the third episode of evaluation on the site. For this. a total of
twelve evaluation trenches were devised in consultation with Paul Roberts of English Heritage. The
excavation was conducted between Sunday 17th February and Friday I st March 2002. The order in which the
trenches were dug have been numbered from one to twelve and they have been prefixed by EVA 3. (See fig.
3).

Trench I (EVA 3/1) This evaluation trench has examined the eastern course of the proposed footing of the
new cover building at the point where it could cut the Roman ground level and the line of the villa precinct
wall in the vicinity of the Nymphaellm.

Trench 2 (EVA 312) This evaluation section has tested for in-sill' Roman deposits in the villa
courtyard/precinct. It is sited on the proposed eastern foundation of the new cover building. It has also
examined the depth of the foundation of the present cover building.

Trench 3 (EVA 3/3) This evaluation section has examined evidence for in-situ archaeological remains on the
line to be cut by the western convex wall of the new cover building. It has also tested for the survival and
potential vulnerability of any remains of building 31.

Trench 4 (EVA 3/4) This evaluation section has tested for in-situ archaeological remains on the southern
boundary of the proposed new cover building at the point where it intercepts with the new foyer/concourse.

Trench 5 (EVA 3/5) This evaluation section has tested for in-siw archaeological remains which may be
affected by the construction of the visitors facilities of the new building. The precise east-west positioning of
this building may yet be finalised.

Trench 6 (EVA 3/6) This section has tested for any surviving in-situ archaeological remains which may lie
within and without the line of the south precinct wall. This trench tests an area which might be affected by
the construction of the eastern range of the new facilities building.

Trench 7 (EVA 317) This test pit has evaluated tbe potential survival of any archaeological remains on a line
that could be affected by a deviation in the line of new service trenches.

Trench 8 (EVA 3/8) This test has evaluated the p"tential survival of any archaeological remains associated
with building 36 at s spot that could be affected by the line of new service trenches.
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Trench 9 (EVA 3/9) This section, set outside the main entrance to the present cover building. has evaluated
the nature extent and depth of archaeological deposits on the proposed site of the new foundations for the
principal load-bearing tower.

Trench 10 (EVA 3/1 0) This evaluation section has been added for the purpose of evaluating the survival and
vulnerability of the remains of building 31. It siting investigates the potential impact of the construction of
the western convex wall of the new cover building.

Trench 11 (EVA 3/11) This additional test pit evaluated the potential presence of archaeological remains in
an area which could be subject to a deviation in the laying of service pipes to the new cover building.

Trench 12 (EVA 3/12) This additional test pit evaluated the potential presence of archaeological remains
where the cutting ofa new service trench .could approach the proximity of building 36.

The trenches and test pits were excavated using a ICB with a 0.90m toothless bucket which was subject to
careful archaeological supervision,

The spoil heaps were scanned by eye for artefacts and a metal detector was used to check for the unseen
disturbance of metal objects.

The weather, although cold throughout the excavation, presented frequent sunny conditions with occasional
heavy showers and continuous strong south westerly winds. Although a certain amount of waterlogging
occurred during the two weeks of investigation, recording and excavation was not significantly hampered by
these conditions.

4. RESULTS.

4.1. Introduction
A full list of contexts and their descriptions are given in the table below. (A context is defined as the smallest
unit of deposition).

Dimensions given are in metres and are in the order length, width and depth. Dia. means diameter.

"After" and "before" refer to the stratigraphic relationships between contexts.

The results will be discussed trench by trench, giving a brief description ofeach context.

Contnt Description Interpretation Dimension.~ Aner Before
100 NA Unstrotitlcd NA NA NA
tOt Mediwn bro\\TI Topsoil 9.30x>lxO.20 102. 10J. 105. 112, 117, 119, 113

sand 110, ll8, 121
102 Light brown sandy Subsoil 6.60x >Ix 0.38 10J, 101,10•• 106.109

loam
IOJ Orange sand Natural sand 9.30;..:>lx>O.38 NA 102,106,109,120
104 Cut of drain Modern >1.40xO.4lxO.45 101.102.105 101
105 Chalk rubble Fill of 104 >1.40x 0.4 Ix 0.45 t04 tOI
106 Construction cut Roman > 1.40x 2.30x 0.22 t02.103 101.107.117. t15.lt8
107 Medium brO\'m FiJI of 106 > 1.40x 2.30x 0.22 106 117

sandy clay
lOB Structure Roman >J.30x J.9Ox 106 101.107.109.110. III.

>0.60 115,116.117.118,122
109 Construction cut Roman >1.50x 1.30xO.47 102,109,120 101,110, Ill, 116, 121,

122
ItO Medium brown Fill of 109 > 1.50x I .30x 0.47 109 101, III

sandy clay
Itl Structure Roman > 1.5Ox 0.50x 0.52 106,107, 109. 101,119,121

110,115,116,
118.122
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112 Ml'llium brm\TI Disturhl,:d InpSlolil 3.20x > 1.50x 0.20 101,119 113
sand

113 Cut for pmh Modlm >2.70:-.: Ix 0.10 101, 112 114

114 Structure Fill of 113 >27U:-.: I:-.:U.IO 113 NA
115 Mt.-diwn brown Fill of 106 >0.60:-.: 0.60x 0.24 106 108.109, liD, III, 116,

sandy silt 118,121

116 Light brmvn silty- Fill of 109 > 1.50x \ .30:< 0.47 109, 106. IDS, Ill, 115, 118,

sand 121, 111

117 Dark brown- Ground surf<lCC 1.20:'\>lxO.05 101,106,107, lOS 101
Medium bronn
sand

118 Medium bro\\n Fill of 106 O.60x O.60x 0.63 106 101. 108, 109, I to, Ill,

si.lty-sand 115, lt6, 122

119 Off-White Mortar deposit I.60x >0.40xO.1 I I II. I 19 112

120 Ml.-dium brown Subsoil >O.8Ox 0.78:-.: 0.30 103 109,121

sand
121 Medium bro\'m Buried subsoil 1.20x 0.78x 0.33 109, III, 116,120 101

silty~sand

200 NA Unstratified NA NA NA
201 Medium brown Topsoil 8.IOx>0.70xO.18 202,203 NA

sand
202 White Chalk deposit V~Ox >0.70x 0.60 203 201
203 Ml.'dium brmm Subsoil 8.10.\7 >0.70x 0.95 204.205. 206. 101, 202

sandy-silt 207.208.209
204 Medium bro\\U Fill of 206 0.5h 0.40x 0.15 206 103

sandy clay-silt
205 Orange sand Natural sand >6.611i >0.7Ox NE 203, 206, 207,20H

>0.10
206 Cui of pi I Roman 0.52.'\ 0.40:-.: 0.15 205 204
207 Mcdiumbnmn Rubbl~ deposit 0.80x >O.<lOx 0.22 205 203

sand
20S Cut of pit Roman O.90x >O.50x 0.20 205 209
209 Medium bro\'ffl Fill of20& 0.90x 0,50x 0.20 20g 2()J

silly-clay
300 NA Unstratified NA NA NA
301 Medium brm't-TI Topsoil 9.6.'-...: > 1.30x 0.22 302, 30~, 305, NA

sand 307.312,313,
314,JI5,316,
317,327

302 Mcdiwn-dark Disturbed topsoil 2.9Ox > 1.30x 0.23 303,308,310,326 301.304,305,306,307
brown sand

303 Orange sand Natural sand >13.40x>J.30x NA 302,30~.306,308,321,

>0.30 323
304 Cut of drain Mexicm > [.30x 0.32.'\ 0.35 302 30 l, 305
305 Medium bro\'.n Fill of304 >\.30:...:0.32:...:0.35 304 30t

sandy clay
306 Cut for structure Modern 2.90x >O.20x 0.50 302,303 307
307 Concrcle Fill of306 2.90x >0.20....: 0.60 306 NA
308 Mediwn brov.n Subsoil 2.20x>I.30xO.18 303 302,309

sandy-silt
309 Cut for structure Roman >1.30x 0.10x 0.17 30g 310, 315, 326
310 Structure Roman > 1.30;.; 5.\7 0.30 309,311,323, 302, 312, 313, 314, 315,

324. 325, 326 316,317,319,320,322,
326,.127

311 Structure Roman > 1.30x 5.'\ 0.20 309,313, 310,324, J2S
312 Yellow clay Fill of 320 2.40x>I.30xO.20 310,313,318,320 301
313 Dark brm\Tl sandy FiU of 320 1. lOx >1.3ox 0.04 314.318.320 301,312

clay
314 Yellow gravel rich Fill of320 2.30x>I.30xO.42 310.315. .120 301.313

clay
315 Yellow-munge Fill 0[320 0.6Ox > J.30x 0.60 310,3/6,320 301.314

clay
316 Yellow grovel rich Fill of 320 1.80x >1.30x 0.70 310.317.320 301.327

clay
317 Dark bro\\ll silty- Fill of 320 1.50x >1.30x 0.10 .120.327 30l,3]6

clay
318 Dark brO\\l1 sand Fill of320 1.70x>I.30xO.07 310 312,313.414
319 Off-white Occupation floor >1.30x 4.90x 0.40 310 314.316
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320 CuI of trench Modem 6.60x >1.Jt)x 0.70 310,321 312. _'1.1, 314, 315, J16.
.11 7. .lIS. 327

321 Medium brown Subsoil >1.70.\>1.30x 303,310,323,324 .nO,322

sandy-silt 0.20

322 Medium bro",n Rubble dl.'POsil 0.20x >1.30x 0.21 310,321 320

sand
323 Construction cut Roman IAO;o.; >1.30:-.: 0.37 303 310,311,324

324 Mcdium-dark Fill or323 1.40x>I.30xO.37 323 310,311,321,322
brown silty-sand

325 Medium brown Fill of 309 >1.30:-.: O.\Ox 0.20 309,3\0,31\ 326
sandy-silt

326 Medium bro\\o11 Occupation layer >1.30xO.17xO.11 309,310,325 302
sandy-loam

327 Medium brown Fill of 320 0.9Ox>1 .30:-.:. 0.18 320 317
sandy-silty-loam

400 NA Unstratified NA NA NA
401 MtXlium brown Topsoil >S.40x > 1.20:-.: 402, 403, 405, NA

sand 0.11 407,408

402 Orange-bro\\TI Gravel deposit 4.lOx>1.2OxO.2S 403 401

sand
403 Medium bro\vn Subsoil >4.70:-.:>1.20x 404,406,407 401,402

sandy-loam 0.40
404 Orange sand Natural sand >5.40x >1.20x NA 403,406

>0.5\
405 Medium bro\\n Fill of 409 OAOx >1.20x 0.40 409 401,407

sandy-sill
406 Medium bro\~n Occupation layer 1.60x > 1.2Ox 0.06 404 403, 407, 409

sandy·loarn
407 Cutofdrnin Modem > t .20:-.: 0.40x 403.405.406,409 401, 408

>0.40
.08 Medium brown Fill of 407 >1.20x 0,40:-.: 0.40 407 401

sanoy-clay
.09 Constmction cul Roman 0.40:-.:>1.20:-.:0.40 403,406 405,407
500 NA UnstratiflL'd Ni\ Ni\ Ni\
501 Mt..dium bro\\n Topsoil >11.20x >8.60x 502 NA

sand 0.13
502 Medium brown Ploughsoil >11.60:-.: >8.60x 503,504,505, 501

loom-sand 0.3S 506, 507, 508, 509
503 Cut of pit Un~tt.'df 0.60x >0.35x 0./0 509 so.
504 Medium bro\\n Fill 01'503 0.60 >0.35x 0.10 503 502

sandy·silt
505 Cut of pit Un...dated lx >O.45x 0.14 509 506
506 Medium bro\\TI Fill of 505 1.'\>0.45.'\0.14 505 502

sandy-sill
507 Cut of pit Un-datcd 1.60.'\ >1.'\ O.2,s 509 50S
50S Mediwnbmwn Fill of 507 1.60x>lxO.28 507 502

sanoy-silt
509 Medium bro\\n Subsoil > 11.20x >8.60x 510,511,512, 502.503,505,507

sand 0.60 513,514,515,
516,517,518,
520, 521,522

510 Cut afgully > I ,.lOx 0.36x 0.10 518 511
511 Light brO\vn sand Fill of510 >1.40xO.36xO.10 510 509
512 Cut of gully > 1.40x O. 90x 0.28 518 513
513 Medium bro\\oT1 Fill 01'512 >1.40x 0.90x 0.28 512 509

sandy-silt
51. Cut afgully >1.40x lxO.30 518 SIS
515 Medium brown Fill of514 >1.40:-: IxO.30 514 509

silty·sand
516 Cut of gully >1.40xO.55xO.(6 SIS 517
517 Medium brown Fill of516 >\.40x 0.55x 0.16 5\6 509

sand
518 Light·medium Buried subsoil >11.20x >8.60x 519 509,510,512,514,516,

brovrTl sandy 100m >0.40 520
519 Dark brm:m sand Ard marks >1.30x 0.06x 0.04 NA SIS
520 Construction cut Roman >O.3Ox 1.30x 518 509,521,522

>0.20
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52[ ML-dium brO\\TI Fill of520 >O.30x 1.30x 520 509,522
sandy silty·lo,,'lm >0.20

522 Structure Roman >0.30",0.90.... 0.20 520,521 509
600 NA Unstmliflcd NA NA NA
601 Medium brown Topsoil >4.80x>1.20", 602 60~

sand 0.10
602 Medium bro\\n Pluughsoij >4.80:-.:>1.20x 60J.609.61J,61~ 601,604

sandy-loam 0.30
60] Mcdiwn bro\\n Subsoil >3.60:< >O.67x 606,607,608, 602

sandy-silt 0.23 609,611,612
60~ Cut of path Modern >1.20.... b:O.12 601,602 605
605 White chalk Fill of604 >1.20" IxO.12 60~ NA
606 Dirty orange Grovel layer 2.30...: 0.60:-: 0.05 607 603,609
607 Cut of trench Roman >O.6Ox 0.85:'\ DAD 606,609,610 608
608 Dark bro\\u silty· Fill 0[607 >0.60.'\ 0.85x DAD 607 603

sand
609 Medium brown Occupation >4.35:-.: > 1.20x 606,610, 602,603,607,613,614

sand deposit 0.24
610 Ornnge sand Natural sand >4.35x > 1.2Ox NA 606,607,609,611

>0.40
611 Cut ofgully Roman >O.60x 0.40x 0.16 610 612
612 Dirty orange FiIlof611 >O.60x DAOx 0.16 61 [ 603
6\] Wood stake Modern 0.20x 0.08x 0.10 609 602
614 Dark brown silty- Deposit >0.60x 0.23:-\ 613 602

sand >0.10
700 NA Unstratified NA NA NA
70[ Medium brO\"n Topsoil >1.55x > 1.55x 702 NA

sand 0.10
702 Mcdiwn bro\\TI Ploughsoil >1.55:-.: >1.55x 703 701

sandy loom 0.22
70] Medium bro\\TI Subsoil > 1.55x > 1.55x 70~ 702

sandy silt 0.30
70~ Mcdiwn-dnrk Subsoilllayl.'1" >1.55x>I.55x 705 703

brown :o.and y silt 0.20
705 Orange sand Natural sand > 1.55x > 1.55:-.: NA 704

>0.30
800 NA Unstrntilil.'<.l NA NA NA
80[ Medium bro\\TI Topsoil >1.9Ox>1.20x 802 NA

sand 0.12
802 Medium bnmn Ploughsoil >1.90x>I.20x 803 801

sandy loam 0.10
803 Medium bro\\TI Subsoilllayer >\.90x >\.20x 804 802

sandy-silt 0.09
80~ Orange sand Natural sand >1.9Ox >1.20x NA 803

>0.22
900 NA Un:;tratificd NA NA NA
90[ Medium bro\\ll Topsoil >4.50x >0.50x 902 NA

sand 0.10
902 White Chalk deposit >4.50x >O.50x 903 901

0.20
90] Medium bro\\ll Subsoil >4.50x >0.50" 905.907 907

sandy-loam 1.15
90~ Dark bro\\1l silty- Fill of906 >O.50x O.38x 0.18 906 903

sand
905 Orange sand Natural sand >4.50x >O.50x NA 903,906,907

>0.40
906 Cut of linear Roman >0.5Ox 0.38x 0.18 905 904
907 Cut ofpit Roman >O.50x >0. 70x 903,905 903,908

0.60
908 Mcdhun-dark Fill of 907 >O.50x >O.70x 903,907 903

bro\'>'1l sand 0.60
1000 NA Unstratifil.'1.I NA NA NA
1001 Medium bro\\ll Topsoil >2.70:-.: >2.20x 1002 NA

sand 0.10
[002 Mediwn bro\\ll Disturbed topsoil >2.70x >2.20:-.: 1003, 1005, 1010 [001

mottled sand 0.30
1003 Dirty \\ittitc-bro\\1l Occupation layer >1.35x>0.95:-.: 1004, 1008 1002

sand 0.42
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1004 White silly-sand. Occupation !loot >1.35:.;: >0.95;.,: 1008 1(1).'
0.10

1005 Light sand Deposit >2.20:< >0.80:< 1006,1007,1008. 1002
0.58 1009,1011

1006 Construction ellt Roman >1.20x >2.20x 1011 1007,1005,1010
0.10

1007 Light brown Fill of 1006 >1.20:< >2.20x 1006 1005. 1008, 1009, lO10
sandy-silt 0.10

1008 Structure Roman >1.60:< >2. lOx 1009 1002. 1004, 1005
0.50

1009 Structure Roman > 1.60x >2. lOx 1006 1007. 1008
0.12

1010 Medium brO\m rx-prcssion >2.22x >O.80x 1006.1007. 1008. 1002
"",d 0.48 1011

lOll Orange sand Natural sand >2.20;.; >2.70x NA 1005,1006,1010
>0.30

1100 NA Unstratitk-d NA NA NA
1101 Medium bro\\n Topsoil >1.3Ox > 1.1 Ox 1102 NA

sand 0.10
1\02 Medium bro\vo Ploughsoil >1.30x >1.1 Ox 1103 1101

loam-sand 0.63
1103 Light-medium Subwill1ayer >1.30:-.: > l.l Ox 1104. 1105. 1106 1102

brmm sandy clay 0.11
1104 Cut of post-hole Roman 0.65:< >0.55:< 0.30 1106 1103. 1105
1105 Dark bro\\tl clay FiIlofl104 0.65x >O.SSx 0.30 1104 It03

with gravel chips
1\06 Orange sand Natural sand >1.30:< > 1.1 Ox NA 1103.1104

>0.11
1200 NA Unstrntjfjcu NA NA NA
1201 Mediwn bro\\n Topsoil >2.40x>1.lOx 1202 NA

""'d 0.11
1202 Medium bnmn Ploughsoil >2.40x>1.l0x 1203 1201

loam sand 0.20
1203 Light bro\\n sand Chalk marl deposit >2.40x >l.lOx 120-1 1202-

0.03
120.- Mediwn bro\\TI Suhsoilllaycr >2.40x>I.10x 1205 1203

silty-loam 0.37
1205 Orange sand Natural sand >2.40x>I.IOx NA 120-1

>0.15

4.2. EVA 3/1
EVA 3/1 was planned to evaluate the site of the proposed eastern footing of Ihe new cover building. It
examined an area on the north side of the Nymphaeum where the villa's northern precinct wall might be cut
by new works. The trench measured 8.1 Om east-west by 1.40m north -south. A small extension was hand
excavated adjacent to the eastern wall of the Nymphaeunl, this measured 1.30m north -south by 1.1 Om east·
west. (See figs. 3-5).

Natural sand 103, was exposed at a depth of0.54m at the eastern end of the Irench and at a depth ofO.65m at
the western end. Above this layer and to the east oflhe precinct wall was a layer of subsoil, 102, which
contained small chalk flecks. Above this was a lopsoillayer, 101.

A linear feature, 104, was found to cut across the eastern end of the trench in a north -south alignment. This
contained a coarse chalk rubble fill and 19th century brick fragments, 105. This feature was 0.45m in width
and 0.40m in depth. It cut through layers 101 and 102. Above this was the present turf layer 101.

The western portion oftrench EVA 3/] contained the remnants of 103 isolated between Roman construction
trenches 106, 109 and 117. Stratigraphically, the earliest Roman construction trench was 106. This feature
survived to a depth ofO.82m around the north and western comer of the stone and chalk-flint construction of
the Nymphaeum, 118. The eastern portion of 106 survived to a depth ofO.22m and cut layer 103. The north
and eastern facing cut of 106 contained two similar fills. The primary sandy fill 115 cootained inclusions of
chalk and gravel flint, interspersed with large fragments of Roman floor and roof tile. There were also
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fragments of Bembridge Limestone. Context 115 has been tentatively interpreted as the backfill associated
with rammed chalk foundations preceding the laying of the masonry superstructure of the Nymphaeum.

Above this primary fill (liS) a large deposit of sandy-clay loam 118 was recorded. This contained clay
roofing tile and general Roman occupation debris which might be associated with the sealing and levelling of
a Roman ground surface around the newly constructed NymphaeulJI. A similar till 107, was also hand
excavated along the eastern side of the Nymphaeum. Its cut was sealed with a silty ground surface 117 which
was presumed to be of Roman date. It was suspected that this deposit could relate to the surface of the
courtyard within villa precinct wall

The construction cut 106 was intersected on the north side by a north-south aligned construction cut (109).
This contained the villa precinct wall Ill. The western portion of cut 109 sliced through an undated subsoil
(120). This was composed of sandy-clay loam interspersed with chalk marl.

Feature 109 contained a sandy-flinty loam 116. This contained fragments of floor tile, pottery, shell and
mortar. The width (O.4Sm) and depth (0.41 m) of this feature suggest that it was dug to enable the rammed
chalk foundations 122 to be laid. The eastern cut (109) and its sandy fill (110) could imply that this cut was
made during the laying of the precinct wall. This interpretation is based on its stratigraphical relationship and
its dimensions. The precinct wall was coarsely constructed with Greensand, flint and chert components
(1I0). Where the precinct wall butted the north side of the Nymphaellm the western face displayed traces ofa
collapsed square buttress (0.30m x 0.33m).

A silty chalk rich loam layer 121 sealed the western construction trench 109 and layer 120. This layer,
although undated, butted up to the west facing section of Ill. This could be Roman or Post-Roman in date.

A thin deposit of mortar 119 sealing feature III and layer 101, was suspected to be a deposit associated with
the adjacent Victorian spoil-heap. This heap lay immediately north of this evaluation trench. This deposit
and the western portion of layer 101 were sealed by a disturbed topsoil 112.

A modern stone path (113/114) aligned north-south crossed the evaluation trench. This feature had been
constructed in recent years to connect the remains of the north aisled building with the porch of the cover
building to the main house.

4.3. EVA 3/2
Trench EVA 3/2 was located at the east facing corner of the of the villa house. The trench was placed in this
location to test for the survival of any courtyard deposits. It also tested the depth of the foundations of the
present cover building. The impact of the eastern foundations of the new cover building was also anticipated.
The trench measured 8.1 Om east -west and O.SSm in width. (See figs. 6 & 7 )

The trench was first dug through a layer of topsoil 201. The western part of this deposit was directly above a
dump of chalk rubble, 202. This contained Roman ceramic roof tiles and Victorian glass bottles. The dump
been interpreted as a spoil heap associated with the Victorian excavations. Is seems likely that it was
specifically associated with the clearance of Room 3.

Below layer 201 and the dumped deposit 202, a thick sandy-silty subsoil, 203, was revealed. This contained
chalk inclusions and fragments of Roman ceramics and roofing tile. At the eastern end of this trench an un
mortared flint feature, 207, was uncovered. The excavation of this feature produced a sherd of 4th century
Roman pottery within the flint matrix. The function of this feature is unclear but a wall could be postulated.

Two pit features were cut into the natural sand 205 and were sealed by 203. At the western end of the trench,
a small irregular pit 206 was uncovered. Within the fill, 204, a complete articulated bird skeleton was
discovered. This was associated with Roman tile fragments. Its position, and the care evident in it burial,
suggest that this may have a ritual fealure, This possibility has yet to be confirmed.
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A sub-circular pit feature, 208, was located in the central ponion of the trench. This pit contained a silty
loamy sand, 209. The contents included some Late Iron Age or early Roman pottery sherds.

4.4. EVA 3/3
Trench EVA 3/3 was located to the rear of the present cover building. The trench measured 13.40m east-west
and 1.40m north -south. The positioning ofthis trench was implemented to test the vulnerability of building
31 in relation to the proposed western convex wall of the new cover building. (See figs. 8-10).

This trench contained a disturbed topsoil 301 which sealed a series of dumped deposits. These deposits
comprised a re-deposited topsoil 302 situated between the area of the two Roman structures of the west wing
and building 31. At some recent date, a service trench 304 and its fill 305, was cut into 302 and aligned north
-south.

The western portion ofthis evaluation trench revealed a series oftipped deposits contained within cut 320. A
total of seven fills could be recognised. These comprised a thin deposit oflight brown clay 327; a similar
thickness of sandy·gravel clay 317; A thick brown sticky clay 316; a clay and gravel fill 315; and a light
brown sandy soil 314. A thin tip of burnt sand with organic inclusions 313 sealed 314. This was overlain by
a medium brown sandy soil 312. A shallow lens oforganic material 318 was sealed by fills 314, 313 and 312.
This matrix covered the north -eastern portion of feature 310.

This series of fills might be associated with the back-filling of Henry Oglander's investigation trench of circa
1882-85. The series of fills suggest that clay and gravel-rich deposits were imported on to the site from
elsewhere. This was then tipped into the open trench from its western side.

The western and central portion of this trench contained the remains ofa masonry structure (310) which was
assigned to Building 31. The construction of this building comprised roughly mortared beach-worn boulders
from the local exposures of Bernbridge Limestone, Greensand and chert. The rammed chalk foundations 311
had been constructed within two foundation cuts. These cuts, 309, 323, were filled with flint and limestone
fragments set into a sandy loam (324 and 325).

The only traces of Roman occupation layers outside 310 were to be found at the eastern and western ends of
the trench abutting Building 31.This occupation also sealed construction trenches 309 and 323. Both of these
layers comprised a silly-sandy Joam containing Roman clay roofing tiJe and ceramics. Layer 321 contained a
small portion of wall collapse, 322, which could be associated with the demise of this structure.

During the excavation of Building 31, it was noted that a medium brown sandy mortar-rich layer, 319, could
be traced within the surviving superstructure 310. This deposit' contained a large quantity of in-silll Roman
occupation debris scaling two limestone post-supports. This debris suggests that the Victorian excavators had
failed to penetrate the internal floor of this building.

4.5. EVA 3/4
Trench EVA 3/4 was positioned to test for in-situ archaeological remains on the southern boundary of the
proposed new cover building. Its siting intercepted the proposed new foyer/concourse. The trench measured
5.40m north -south and 0.90m east-west. The top layer 401, comprised grassed topsoil. (See fig. II).

Below layer 401 an undulating layer of rough gravel, 402, was recorded. This lay within the south and central
part of this trench. This contained abraded fragments of Roman tile and pottery sherds. This layer partially
overlaid a sandy subsoil layer 403 which was speckled with chalk marl. The northern part of 402 was cut by
a service trench, 407, and its re-deposited sandy back-fill 408. The cut of 407 also sliced through the
southern portion of the west construction trench ofthe villa house (409). Its fill (405) contained datable
sherds of pottery. This service trench also cut through a thin medium brown occupation layer of pre-villa
date (406). This contained Iron Age ceramic fragments and daub. Layers 403 and 406 were situated above
natural sand 404.
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4.6. EVA 3/5
Trench EVA 3/5 was located to the south of the villa house and to the west of the south range. The trench
was cited to test jfany in-situ archaeological remains which might be intercepted during the construction ofa
new visitor facilities building. This trench was 1.20m in width and 8.60m in its north-south length. A right
angled annex measured 11.2m on an east-west alignment. (See figs. 12-15).

The present topsoil 501 overlay a plough soil layer 502 which covered the whole of this trench. This
contained tile fragments. a medieval silver coin of the 15th century and pottery ranging from Roman to the
post-medieval period. Within the east-western arm of this trench, this layer sealed three undated pits or linear
features.

The small feature. 503, was found to have gently sloping sides and a rounded base. It widest measurement
was 0.71m. Its fill (504) comprised a sterile sandy loam. The second pit-like feature was 505. This was steep
sided running down to a flat base. Its fill (506) comprised a sandy silt with chalk flecks. The third linear or
pit, 507, resembled feature 503 in section and in its fill matrix, 508. It was, however, larger in profile and
measured 1.50m in width and O.32m in depth. No archaeological finds were retrieved to date any of these
three features.

Below layer 502 and features 503, 505, 507, a thick sandy-silty subsoil was encountered (509). This was
interspersed with chalk flecks and fragments of gravel flint. This layer sealed four linear features and a
masonry wall, all of Roman date.

The four linear, 510, 512, 514 and 516 measured between 0.20m and 0.71 m in width. The depth was 0.25m.
All were aligned south-east by north-west and contained a sticky sandy-loam clay (511,513,515 and 517).
This was interspersed with Roman ceramics and metal-working slag. The alignment suggests that these
features may have facilitated drainage but the presence of metal-working slag seems to hint at an industrial
function.

The northern portion of the north-south arm contained the terminal end of an un-mortared flint feature, 522.
This was aligned east -west. A construction trench (520) was recorded with a few Roman ceramics contained
in the back·fiJl (521). This helped in the dating of this feature.

The flint feature and other linear features were found to be cut into a thick buried subsoil layer (518), During
the excavation of this subsoil was found to contain a small quantity of isolated lithic fragments of prehistoric
date. This evidence suggests an early date for this buried subsoil.

Towards the western end of the east·west aligned trench a series of 'ard marks' were recorded in the base of
the excavated trench, 519. Although these marks were clearly defined on the base of this trench, in section
they remained problematic in defining if they related to layer, 518 or a separate earlier phase.

4.7,EVA3/6
Trench EVA 3/6 was situated on the line of the southern precinct wall in the area where the construction of a
new building might intercept in-situ remains. This trench measured 4.86m in length by 1.20m in width. (See
figs. 16 & 17).

A topsoil layer, 601, covered the full area of this trench. It was cut by a modern chalk marker deposit 605
contained within cut 604. This had been laid to show the presumed outline of the villa precinct wall. This
feature and the turf/topsoil sealed a recent plough soil layer, 602. Located at the northern end of the east
facing section was a thin re-deposited layer of dark sandy soil. This contained Victorian artefacts. It is
tentatively suggested that the timber stake, 613, cut into layer, 609, may be contemporary feature related to
the Victorian excavations in this area.
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A subsoil layer, 603, tapered towards the northern end of the east-facing section of this trench. This scaled a
series of features and deposits associated with some in-sitll Roman material.

A thin compact gravel layer, 606, was encountered within the southern portion of the east-facing section.
This could also be traced across the whole of the west facing section. A shallow steep sided gully, 611, with a
coarse gravel fiB, 612, was recorded aligned on an east -west axis. It could not, however, be traced in the
west facing section. This feature and layer might be related to a Roman ground surface and drainage gully
surviving outside the precinct wall.

Layer, 606, butted a large steep sided undulating cut, 607. It contained a sandy soil, 608, which was
interspersed with large fragments of chalk, flint nodules and lumps of mortared limestone. It is tentatively
suggested that this feature was associated with robbing of the precinct wall.

Layer 609, was recorded in section along the west-facing section and abutting the northern cut offeature 607.
this sandy-loam contained a large assemblage of Roman occupation debris which could may represent the
last traces of internal courtyard deposits. Layer 610, was interpreted as the natural sand.

4.8. EVA317
Test pit EVA 317 was sited on the edge of the modem southern curtilage boundary. Its positioning anticipated
any potential impact of new services sited in this quarter. The test pits measured 1.30m x 1.30m (See fig. IS).

A layer of grassed topsoil, 701, sealed a chalk marled plough soil layer. 702. This contained chips of ceramic
tile and oyster shell fragments. This plough soil sealed a medium brown silty subsoil, 703, which displayed
traces ofchalk marl.

Layer 704 (a dark brown sandy silt) contained small fragments of Roman ceramic tile and shell fragments.
These suggest that this might be a Roman layer overlying natural sand 705.

4.9. EVA 3/8
Test pit EVA 3/S measured 1.30m x I.SOm. This was a small sondage south of building 36. It was sited on
the edge of the modem curtilage boundary where the laying of new services might be anticipated (See
fig. I 9).

Layer 801 consisted ofa grassed topsoil that sealed a relict plough soil deposit, 802. This overlaid a dark
sandy silt, 803, containing some Roman ceramic tile, pottery and animal bone. Building material included
large nodules of mortared flint, G<eensand, mortar and plaster fragments. This layer, together with the
proximity of building 36, suggests that there may be further undisturbed Roman features yet to be identified
to the north of this pit. Layer 804 was interpreted as natural sand.

4.1 O. EVA 3/9

Trench EVA 3/9 was located to the south of the modem entrance porch to the cover building. It was cut to
determine the nature, extent and depth ofarchaeological deposits on the site of the new load-bearing tower.
This trench measured 4.60m east-west and O.SOm north-south. (See figs. 20 & 21).

Layer 90 I, sealed a large deposit of crushed chalk rubble, 902. This appeared to be the same as layer 202 in
trench EVA 3/2. Beneath this deposit a thick layer of sandy subsoil was encountered, 903, containing chalk
marl and occasional Roman ceramic tile fragments and pottery sherds.

At the eastern end of the trench within 903 a steep sided pit was recorded, 907, containing a mortar and wall
plaster rich fill, 908, interspersed with roof tile and pottery sherds. During the recording of the sections it was
not possible to ascertain the precise level from which the cut of the pit had been made. It could only be
concluded that it started somewhere within 903 and in all probability in the position indicated in fig. 21.
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A steep sided. flat bottomed slot was encountered (O.38m in width) below 903. and cut into the natural sand.
905. This feature. 906. was aligned north -south and contained a dark brown sandy silty clay. 904. Within this
fill several Roman ceramic rooftlles were found together with sherds of pottery and a bronze coin dated c.
AD. 270-286. The feature was considered to be a possible slot for a timber beam or. alternatively. a drainage
gully.

4.11. EVA 3/10
Trench EVA 31l 0 was sited to assess the size. condition and vulnerability of Building 3. It also
complemented EVA 3/3. This trench measured 2.70m east-west by 2.20m north -south. (See figs. 22 & 23).

A thin layer of rough topsoil. 1001. sealed a dark brown sandy-silty matrix. 1002. The latter appeared to be a
disturbed humus containing large roots and organic material. This sealed feature 1008. and layers 1003. 1005
and 1010.

Feature 1008 comprised a roughly mortared stone wall composed of local beach-rolled boulders. This was
the south-west corner of Building 31. Layer 1003 .situated within the corner of this structure. Roman
demolition deposil. It contained a generous quantity of mortar and tile seaJing an occupation floor. 1004.

Layer 1005 represented a sandy silty deposit that contained Victorian and early 20th century rubbish. This
layer also contained beach-worn boulders derived from the Roman wall.1008. This deposit seemed to be
contemporary with the burnt stakes and charcoal rich in layer 1010. Both these layers appear to represent
back~filJjng of the original a Victorian excavation which seems to have remained open the mid 20th century.

A construction cut. 1006. and its fill. 1007. relate to the construction of rammed chalk foundations. 1009 for
building 31. It was cut into the natural sand. lOll.

4.12. EVA 3/11
Test pit EVA 31l I was sited to the south of the south range and adjacent to the southern curtilage boundary.
It anticipated impact from a proposed new service trench. This pit measured 1.30m east -west by 1.15m north
-south. (See fig. 24).

A thin layer ofgrassed topsoil. 1101. sealed a deep relict plough soil. 1102. This contained small gravel
pebbles and chalk marl. Beneath lay an occupational layer. 1103. This produced a single sherd of Roman
pottery and a few tile and shell fragments.

Below 1103. a large square post-hole was recorded. This feature (1104) measured approximately 0.70m
square and it survived to a depth ofO.30m. It was cut into the natural sand. 1106, A sterile and compact
gravel fill, 1105, produced no dating evidence but the nature ofoverlying layer 1103 suggests that this posl
hole may be Roman in date.

4,13. EVA 3/12
Test Pit EVA 3112 was located to the south of Building 36. It was sited on the line of the a proposed service
trench. This pit measured 2.40m north -south by J.I Om east-west. (see fig. 25).

A thin grassed topsoil, 1201, sealed a relict plough soil, 1202. This, in tum, sealed a thin deposit of chalk
marl, 1203. An thick underlying sandy layer, 1204, contained large quantities of Roman ceramic tile, pottery,
bone and shell. This seemed similar to layer 8003 in Trench EVA 3/8. Layer 1205. comprised natural sand.
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5. THE FINDS

Finds recovered from the evaluation were recorded in accordance with the system used by the Isle of Wight
County Museum Service and specified by the Trustees of Brading Roman villa.

The finds are listed below according to the material type.

Material 0 I STONE
Material 02 FLINT
Material 03 AGGREGATES
Material 04 CERAMICS
Material 05 CERAMIC BUILDING MATERIAL
Material 06 GLASS
Material 07 METALS
Material 08 SLAG
Material 09 COINS
Material 10 FAUNAL REMAINS
Material II UNCERTAIN / MODERL'I

MATERIAL 01 STONE
Twenty-nine fragments of stone were recovered from twelve contexts. The finds are listed below in context
order.

Context

117

118

319

401

402

405

406

902

1003

1004

1010

Frag. Count

2

5

2

2

3

9

13

DC!icripiion

Bcmhridgc Limestone wof slabs

Bcmbridgc Limestone fl)o(~lah, Sandstone \~ith

\itrificd residue

Bcmbridgc Limestone roof slabs

13cmbriJgc Limestone roof slah

Bcrnhridgc Limestone roof slahs

Bembridgc Limestone roof slabs

Pcbblt.'S

Bcmbridgc Limestone roof Slilbs

Tufa

Bcmbridgc Limestone \\ith \itrificd residue

Welsh slate



MATERIAL 02 FLINT
Ninety-four fragments of flint were recovered from twenty-five contexts. The finds are listed below in
context order. The flint was scanned by John Winch.

Context

115

116

118

315

319

321

324

402

403

405

406

502

503

520

609

803

904

1003

1004

1005

1007

1102

1202

1204

Fra2. Count

2

2

II

8

3

3

6

7

4

2

2

5

2

7

3

3

3

3

Description

2 Dehitogc, I with retouch

2 Flint waste flakes

2 Flint wnste flakes, 8 dcbitngc. I end-scraper

Bumt flint

2 Cortical flint flakes, I debitagc frag. 5
smashed pieces of flint

I Smashed fiint

2 Debitagc, I burnt flint

3 Waste mnt flakes

3 Waste niot Oakes, 2 blade flint flakes. I core

4 Dcbilagc, 3 burnt flint

2 Burnt Hints, 2 smashed llints

I Flint lluke, I cnrclhammcr nin!

2 Flint !lakes

1 Flint knife, 1 side-scraper. I composite-tool,
t dcbiu:lgc frag, I burnt lhnt

2 Flint llakes

I Burin spall

1 Rctouchl.'ti flake. I burnt flint, 1smashed ninl

I Flint flake, I dcbitagc, I side scraper, 3 buml
flint, I smashed flint

3 Smllshcd flints

I Flint flake, 2 smashed flints

I Nose scraper, 1 side scraper, 1 burnt flinl

I Retouched flint flake

I Flint flake

1 Side-scraper, I oval-scraper, I burnt flinl

MATERIAL 03 AGGREGATES
A small sample of mortar was recovered from 319. A total of seventy fragments of painted wall plaster were
excavated from within ten contexts (107; 115; 1l8; 319; 405; 523; 904; 908; 1003 and 1004). The vast
majority of the fragments comprised plain white painted plaster. Only three fragments bearing red and yellow
paint were recovered. These were found within Building 31 (319; 1003 and 1004).
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MATERIAL 04 CERAMICS

POTTERY
One hundred and thirty-four sherds of pottery were recovered from thirty-two contexts. The finds are listed
below in context order. The pottery report was compiled by Dr Malcolm Lyne.

Context

107

107

115

tiS

ti6

117

117

ti7

118

118

200

207

209

319

319

319

319

319

321

324

402

405

405

405

405

406

502

502

509

Frag. Count

4

2

2

8

4

2

17

2

2

4

2

5

6

7

Description

Vcctis "'arC Tomalin FQnn 10

New Forest Grey ware

Vectis ware store-jar

New Forest Grey ware

ss (. Obtuse latticed cooking
pol
Vectis ware

BBI open form

New Forest Grey ware jar

Vcctis ware store-jar

BSI incip-b+fl bowls

Hampshire Red ware

New Forest grey ware

Vcctis ware beud·rim jar

Vcctis ware

Vectis ware

801 closed

New Forest Grey WOfe jar

BriquclllgC

Vcctis ware

Vcctis ware

Gauloisc amphorae

Vcctis ware strainer

SSI cloSt.'il

New Forest Grey ware

Rowlamls Castle ware

Flint tempered ware

Grit tempered v.arc

Verwood ware

New Forest grey "'arc

15

Date

AD. 50-150

AD. 260-370

AD. 250-330

AD. 260-370

AD. 220-400

Roman

AD. 120.400

AD. 260-400

Roman

AD. 210-290

18th CcntUIy

AD. 260-370

AD. LLA - AD. 70

Roman

AD. 200-330

Roman

AD. 300-350

Roman

Roman

Roman

Roman

Roman

Roman

AD. 230-400

3rd century AD.

Prehistoric

Medieval

18th-19th Century

Roman



511 VL'Ctis ware Roman

511 HGTW 8+11. bowl AD. 270·370

513 Vedis ware Roman

523 2 Vcctis ware AD. 200-330

608 Oxford ware AD. 240-400+

608 4 Vcctis ware AD. 200-330

609 Gauloisc amphorae Rom:m

612 4 Vectis ware jar L1A-AD. ISO

803 Vectis ware ROlllan

904 New Forest grey \V3.re flagon AD. 230-400

908 New Forest grey ware AD. 260·370

1002 VCr\';uodwarc 18th Century

1003 2 BB I cooking·pot AD. 200-400

1003 BBI 8+11 bowl AD. 350.-400+

1004 Vcctis ware Roman

1004 BB 1 closed Roman

1004 2 HGTWcloSl."t! AD. 270~100+

1005 21 Stafrordshire ware 19m·20th Ct.:ntury

1102 Gritty wan: tvkdicval

1102 Vcnvood ware 18th Century

1103 Vcctis \"''3fC Roman

1204 Vl."Ctis ware beaker handle Roman

1204 HGTW store-jar AD. 270-400
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MATERIAL 05 CERAMIC BUILDING MATERIAL
Three hundred and nine fragments of brick or tile were recovered from thirty-six contexts. they are listed
below.

Contc'It

105

101

115

116

111

118

200

202

203

209

316

319

321

324

401

402

405

501

502

503

513

516

518

523

609

Frag. Count

16

3

10

17

3

17

2

28

4

9

II

2

3

12

5

14

Description

Brick

3 Tcssamc, 6 tcgu!ae.
1 imbrex.2 floor tiles,
1 Rox.fluc,3 frng.mcnls

Lydion

7 Tegulac, I imbrcx.
2 fragments

1mbrex

16 Tegulae, 1 imbrcx

Tcgulae

I Land drain. 1 Iydion, 13
lcgulac. 1 imhrcx. I box-l1ue

Lydion

I Tcgula. I fragment

Brick

5 Tcgulac, 4 imbrcx.
3 box-Out:, 16 fragments

2 Tegulae, 2 imbrcx

Fmgml,,:nt

Brick

2 lmorex, 7 fragments

3 Tegula, I imbrcx,
7 fragments

Land drain

Brick fragmL'nts

I Floor, 2 tcgula,
2 imbrex, 3 box-flue,
4 fragments

Tcgula

Tegula

Tcgula

4 1mbrcx. I tcgula

2 Tegula, 12 fragments

17

Date

Post-medieval

Roman

Roman

Roman

Rom"'n

Roman

20th Century I Roman

Roman

Roman

Posl·ml.'dic\,sl

Roman

Roman

Roman

20th Ci.:ntury

Roman

Roman

20th Century

20th Century

Roman

Roman

Roman

Roman

Roman

Roman



80)

901

902

904

908

1010

1003

1004

1103

1204

29

8

30

5

17

5

9

39

10 Tegula, 2 imhfl'.'\. 17
fragments

FkKlf tile

4 Tcgula, I imbrcx, 3
fragments

10 Tegula, (. imbrcx. I box
flue. 4 tessarae. 9 Jragml'n!s

4 Tegula. I imbrcx

Brick

7 Tegula. 1 irnbrex, 1 00.'\-
flue. 8 fragments

I Tegula, 2 imbrcx. 2
fragments

Fragments

16. Tegula, 6 imbrex, 17
fragments

Rnmnn

20th Century

Roman

Roman

Roman

20th Century

Roman

Roman

Roman

Roman

MATERIAL 06 GLASS
Glass was recovered from eight contexts. There were thirty-two fragments in total. Part of the melted rim ofa
Roman bottle of pale blue translucent glass was recovered from conlext 319. This fragment represent a
prismatic form. The rim of this bottle is similar to an example from Fishbourne Roman palace (Harden and
Price 1971, fig. 1,43-98). At Fishbourne this form was dated at c. AD.70-200. At Brading its occurrence
could be residual.
Thirteen fragments of modern-looking window glass were recovered from contexts 316, 902 and 1002. Dark
green and clear bottle glass of recent appearance was excavated from conlexts 314, 202, 614, 902, 1002 and
1010. A single fragment from a clear glass dish ofYictorian style was recovered from context 1002.
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MATERIAL 07 METAL

IRON
Fifty fragments were retrieved from fourteen contexts, they are listed below.

Context

117

118

202

319

400

405

500

600

900

904

1000

1005

1010

Frag. Count

2

3

6

15

6

3

5

Description

1 nail

1 nollil

2 nail

3 nails

5 nails; I jubilee clip

J nail

14 nails; 1 bolt

I nnil

3 nails; 1 sheet fragment; I shoe iron; I horse
shoe

I nail shank

J nails

2 nails; I cauldron rose: I drill-hit; I sardine
c,mliJ

1 horseshoe

LEAD
Two waste sheels of lead , of recent appearance, were recovered from contexts 100 and 900. Two similarly
late washers and a lead nail head were also recovered from context 900. A single 17th century lead musket
shot was found in context 600.

Cu-ALLOY
Sixteen fragments ofCu~alloy were recovered from six contexts. Four copper alloy objects could be assigned
a Roman date. The remainder of this assemblage is probably Victorian or of early modem date.
Context 319 produced three small fragments of Roman binding. A single plain Roman ring, 34mm in
diameter and elliptical in cross-section, was recovered from context 118. Too large to be worn on a finger or
toe, it could possibly belong to an annular belt buckle. This item was heavily encrusted but a pinching of the
ring thickness at one point could mark the former position of the tongue.
Small curtain rings of Victorian character were recovered from contexts 100; 200; 400 and 1000. Two
modem screws and washers were recovered from context 200 and a single "303 11 cartridge case was found in
context 400.

MATERlAL 08 SLAG
Two fragments of slag were recovered from two contexts. Context 107 contained a single fragment of metal
slag and 118 contained a further piece. Samples of very fine slag were also recovered from contexts 515 and
517.
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MATERIAL 09 COINS
The site yielded the following two coins that were identified by Dr Malcolm Lyne:

I. A single Barbarous radiate with illegible reverse. 15mm. c. AD. 270-286. Context 904.

2. Clipped and heavily-worn York long-cross penny of Edward IV with quatrefoil in centre of reverse.
Obverse illegible. Reverse reads CIVITjAS EB[ORACI. AD.1461-1465. Context 502.

MATERIAL 10 FAUNAL REMAINS

ANIMAL BONE

A small assemblage of animal bone was recovered from the evaluation was subject to an assessment by Paul
Westron.

The context of each specimen was recorded and where possible the species, element, side and state of fusion.
Evidence ofany taphonomic processes identifiable on the bone were recorded including gnawing, chops, cut
marks and burning. Undiagnostic ribs and vertebrae were classed as cow-size or sheep-size as were
unidentifiable limb bone fragments.

The portions of bone represented were recorded using Serjeantson (1996) 'zones' for mammals.
An articulated bird burial was retrieved from a small pit, 206, located to the east of Room 3. It has been
preliminary identified as domestic fowl Galllls galllls. The tibia-tarsus has spurs indicating this bird as male,
this bird is a very large specimen, not yet encountered on Roman period sites.
The overall assemblage detailed here is too small to warrant further examination, however the bird burial
requires further research in relation to its size and its unusual deposition. It is useful to highlight contexts 324,
609 and 1007 which contained the remains of rabbits. These were not introduced until the Norman period.
This suggests these contexts are subject to intrusive processes such burrowing.

Cont Species Gnawed Chopped Burnt
ext
204 Bird

319 Sheep

319 Sheep

319 Cow

319 Cow

319 Cow

319 Sheep

324 Rabbit

324 Rabbit

324 Rabbit

405 Frog

523 Sheep

523 Sheep

20

Number

7

7

12

Comment

Articulated

Root dchL'll

Root etched

Root etched

Rootetehed



609 Rabbit I{(lot clchr..'d

803 Cow

902 Cow Y

902 Cow Y

902 Cow Y Root etched

1003 Cow 2

1003 Sht.'t:p 10

1004 Cow

1004 Cow Y 4 All gnawed

1007 Rabbit

1007 Rabbit

1007 Rabbit

1018 Cow

1018 Cow Rtx)t etched

1018 ShCL'P 1

SHELL

Thirty·one fragments were recovered from thirteen contexts, they are listed below:

Context

110

116

118

319

405

509

523

608

609

612

1003

1103

Frng. Count

3

4

5

3

3

3

2

21

Description

Oy::otcr.3 upJX-"r valves

Cockle

Oys{t:r, upper valves &. 1 Cockle

Oyster, upper valves & 1 Mussel

Oyster. 10....1:T wive &. 1 Limpet

Oystl."T. upper ....alve

Winkles

Oys!t..'1', upper valves

Oyster, upper valves

OyStl.'f, (ower valve

Oystl."TS, upper wIves

Oystt:r, upper wive &. I Winkle



MATERIAL II UNCERTAIN / MODERN
A single 19th century plain clay pipe stem was recovered from context 502. Six clinker fragments came from
contexts 614 and 1010. A single piece of coal was excavated from within context 1010.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Background
This evaluation at Brading Roman villa has anticipated the potential effect of current proposals to provide a
new cover building to improve the protection of the site. These proposals include the replacement of the
current cover building for the villa house and the construction oflinked building containing new visitor
facilities. This application for redevelopment is the subject ofa bid to the Heritage Lottery Fund. Its
implementation will be monitored by English Heritage and subject to conditions set by the Local Planning
Authority.

The recent archaeological work at Brading Roman villa started in 1994 when English Heritage cut a series of
test-pits along the proposed line ofa new drainage system. This was soon followed by a geophysical survey
(Busby 1995 unpublished). In 1995 the Isle of Wight County Archaeological Centre cut a series of
investigative evaluation trenches across the courtyard and the south range (Loader & Westmore, 1996
unpublished), During the construction of a new car and coach park a watching brief was conducted on a site
yielding evidence of pre-villa and post-villa activity (Trott 1999). .

The twelve evaluation trenches described in this report have been devised in accordance with the
requirements of English Heritage. They have secured more detailed information on the below-ground
archaeological remains in areas which may be affected by the footprint of the new cover building. The
potential archaeological impact of new visitors building and new water and sewage services has also been
anticipated.

These twelve evaluation trenches now provide good evidence of the depth, character and integrity of the
archaeological remains lying on and within the development footprint.

i\tlesolithic, Neolithic and Bronze Age activity
A series of'ard marks' (519) were located at the western basal area of Trench EVA 3/5. These marks were
generally orientated south -east by north-west. There was no indication ofa specific date for these features
but the sealing layer 518 contained Neolithic!Bronze Age worked flint and there was no evidence of later
intrusions. This suggests that the 'ard marks' are prehistoric in date and may be the earliest traces of in-situ
early prehistoric agriculture on the Isle of Wight.

A modest scatter of waste flint was recovered from most of the evaluation trenches. A fine Mesolithic flint
core and blade flakes was found within Trench EVA 3/4. A single burin spall also of Mesolithic style was
located in test-pit EVA 3/8.

Most of the later lithic material was collected in residual contexts throughout the site. This comprised flakes
and cores of Late Neolithic or Early Bronze Age character. Some of this flint waste was associated with
burnt flint of the type usually associated with a hearth. Some flint tools were also associated and these
included scrapers, retouched tools and a knife.

Iron Age activity
A thin deposit of soil, 406, within Trench EVA 3/4 produced a small group of Middle Iron Age ceramics as
well as some residual lithic material. This deposit suggests the proximity ofa nearby settlement (See Trott
1999).
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A small sub-circular pit, 208, encountered within Trench EVA 3/2 produced distinctive bead-rimmed sherd
which could be attributed to the Late Iron Age or Early Romano-British period. The function for pit is
unknown. A single residual Late Iron Age sherd was also found in layer 608. (EV A 3/6).

General Roman activity
The majority offeatures and deposits examined in the evaluation belong to the later Roman period. This was
attested by quantities of Roman ceramic tile, shell, bone and pottery. Most of these layers could not be
assigned to a specific phase within the development of the villa. A few layers, such as 203 and 903 were of
similar character and were considered to be contemporary. Similarly, layers 402, 403 and deposit 603 were
suspected·to be related in the same manner.

Trench EVA 3/6 displayed a thin compact gravel layer 606. It seems that this either sealed or included feature
611. To the north of the possible robber trench 607 an in-situ layer of occupational material was recorded
(609). This contained pottery which could not be assigned to a precise Roman date.

The four test pits EVA 31 7, EVA 3/8, EVA 3/11 and EVA 3/12 were sited along the southern curtilage
boundary. These revealed possible Roman horizons represented by layers, 704, 803, 1103, 1204 and post
hole feature 1104.

Roman activity of the third century
A third century date is accorded to Roman construction trench 409, within Trench EVA 3/4. This feature is
associated with the construction of the southern wall of room 2 of the villa house. A small assemblage of
building debris and pottery retained from the fill of405 produced grey wares from the Rowlands Castle and
New Forest kilns. This would accord with a date for the construction of the wall during or after the late 3"
century. This is considerably later than the second-century date previously postulated by Tomalin and
Hanworth (1998, 1).

Cut 106 was made for the construction of the Nymphaellm. This was situated between the villa house and the
north range (Trench EVA 3/1). The fills of this cut, 107, 115 and 118, contained a large assemblage of
ceramic rooftile which seemed to be represent the capping of this structure. Sherds in these fills represented
some residual Vectis forms, some later Vectis ware storage jars and some New Forest grey wares. The laner
bore black/white firing slip decoration suggestive of a date after AD.260. This, coupled with the presence of
fresh rim sherds from two BB I beaded-and-flanged bowls (c.AD.220-290), suggests a date between
c.AD.260 and 290 for the construction of the Nymphaer,m.

Trench EVA 3/9 was situated to the east of Room 6 in the villa house. Pit, 907, contained a sherd of New
Forest grey ware indicative ofa date post-dating AD.270.Fragments of ceramic roof tiles, quantities of mortar
and wall plaster were also contained in this feature. A possible beam-slot, 906, oriented north-south was also
investigated. Within its fill, 904, a neck ofa New Forest flagon was found. This could accord with
construction or destruction ofa timber structure after c.AD.230. Although this pottery cannot be dated with
any greater precision, a barbarous radiate from the same context suggests that this date should be advanced to
post-AD 270. This slot lay at a considerably lower level than the floor of room 6 in the adjacent villahouse.
This, itself, seems to favour a 4th century date for the eventual construction of the main house at a notably
higher level.

Roman activity of the fourth century
During the excavation of EVA 3/1, the courtyard / precinct wall, Ill, and its construction cuts, 109, were
examined. The relationship between the construction cut of the precinct wall and that of the Nymphaeum
indicates a later date for the former feature. Unfortunately only one sherd was present in context 116 which
was the fill of the construction cut of the precinct wall. This was an obtuse-latticed BB I cooking pot dated,
rather imprecisely, to c.AD.225-400. Fortunately an earlier section through the east precinct wall, in 1997
(Trott 1999), produced more pottery indicative ofa date after AD.300. Lyne (1999) has suggested that this
could even be as late as 330-370.
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Trenches EVA 3/3 and EVA 3/l0 investigated the location and survival of the detached building 31. This is
situated behind the villa house. The construction trench for building 31 (324) produced two undiagnostic
fragments of handmade pottery of Roman date. The lowest occupation material in this building was
recovered from 1004. This yielded sherds Vectis ware, BBI and Hampshire grog-tempered ware. The
presence of the latter sherds suggest a date of after AD.270 and possibly after AD.300 for this earlier
occupation.

In the demolition or degradation level of the building 31, quantities of painted wall plaster, ceramic roof tiles,
box tiles. floor tiles and iron nails were recovered. This deposit also contained comprised animal bone. shell.
fragments of glass vessels and pottery. Some of these sherds from 319 and 1003 included fragments of
BB 1vessels dated c. AD.350-400.

Within trench EVA 3/5 the terminal end of an east-west oriented flint feature, 522, was exposed within the
east facing baulk. A small sondage was hand excavated above this feature to ascertain its survival and date.
Within the construction cut for the flint feature, 520, a small assemblage of pottery was recovered. Two
sherds were from a closed form ofVectis ware comparable with that from Newnham Farm. These sherds
could be consistent with a date of c.AD.200-330. Some of the gullies sectioned within this trench, (515, 5(7)
contained fine scatters of iron working slag. A mere four pottery sherds attributed to these features
represent Vectis ware, New Forest grey wares and a large ponion of a Hampshire grog-tempered bowL The
latter can be attributed to a beaded-and-f1anged bowl of Lyne Type 6A.II (1994) dated c. AD.270-370.

Medieval and post·medieval activity
Two layers, 502 and 1102, contained abraded sherds of medieval coarse ware. A single silver long-cross
penny of Edward IV (c.AD.1461-1465) was also located within 502. Four layers, 200, 502, 1002 and 1102
produced fragments of 18th century pottery and brick. The presence of this material seems consistent with
the past marling activities which are evident on the site.

Victorian and modem activity
Brading Roman villa was first investigated in the 1880's. The remains of the villa house were then found to
contain some of the best in-situ mosaics in Britain. Most of the Victorian material found in the evaluation
seems attributable to these early explorations.

Trench EVA 3/1 contained a mortar deposit, 119, which appeared to be the tapering tail of a large spoil heap
situated to the north.. A chalk-filled French drain, 104, was also found. A path of Victorian or post-Victorian
date, 113, was also sectioned. This path was still in use and connected the cover building with the hypocaust
in room 15 of the north range.

Trenches EVA 3/2 and EVA 3/9, situated to the east of the villa house, revealed a chalk rubble deposit, 202
and 902. This tapered eastwards and contained Roman ceramic tile, stone Toofslabs and mortar. Also
contained within this deposit were Victorian bottles, nails and washers which were attributable to the
construction of the present cover building.

To the rear of the cover building a large trench, EVA 3/3, was cut across Building 31. Here, it was noted that
the internal fill of this building had been left un-excavated. A large cut, 320, represented the Victorian
excavation trench. Within this feature, a series of eight back-filled deposits could be detected. These seemed
to represent Victorians dumping from the western end of the old excavation. The concrete foundation of the
present cover building was also exposed as contexts 306 and 307. A service pipe possibly associated with this
structure was also recorded (304).

Within trench EVA 3/6 a small deposit containing early 20th century bottles was revealed (614). To the south
of this fill, an eroded wooden stake was recorded, 613. It is possible that this may be the remains of the Late
Victorian / Early 20th century investigation trench excavated by Henry Oglander. Feature 604 comprised a
modem deposit ofchalk recently laid to provide a conjectured outline of the buried course of the precinct
walL
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Trench EVA 3/1 0 was heavily disturbed by Victorian and Early 20th century dumping and burning activities.
Layers 1002, 1005 and depression 1010 contained quantities ofdomestic rubbish, ironwork. glass and pottery
as well as some burnt stakes and piles. Again, like Trench EVA 313 the Roman internal deposits with
building 31 were found to be in-silll.

7. TO SUMMARISE

Trench EVA 315 revealed the only in-sitll evidence to support early prehistoric activity. Other lithic material
were, however found in derived contexts on the site. Some Middle Iron Age occupation seemed evident
within Trench EVA 314 and a Late Iron Age pit was detected in Trench EVA 312.

Trench EVA 3/1 located the surviving Nymphaeum and related deposits alongside the precinct was of the
villa. It also revealed the presence ofa surviving, yet relatively impoverished, Roman ground level. Trench
EVA 312 located a pit with ritual bird burial and a possible wall. These features were sealed with a thick
deposit and Victorian chalk spoil. Trenches EVA 3/3 and EVA 3/1 0 located Building 31 with its internal
stratigraphy largely intact.

Trench EVA 314 revealed part of construction trench for the villa house. It also offered a construction date for
this southern wall. Trench EVA 3/5 revealed a series of gullies filled with iron working debris. A minor flint
feature was also observed. Trench EVA 316 contained the robbed-out trench footings of the southern precinct
wall.

Outside room 6 of the villa house, trench EVA 319, revealed a pit containing Roman huilding debris and a
possible Roman timber beam-slot. Like trench EVA 3/2, these features were sealed by a thick deposit of
subsoil and Victorian chalk spoil.

Test Pits EVA 317, EVA 3/8, EVA 3/11 and EVA 3/12 each attested the survival ofa probable Roman
subsoil layer containing a scatter of building dehris south of Building 36. Due to its overlying stratigraphy, a
single square post-hole in EVA 3111 was suspected to be of Roman date.

The results of this evaluation show a history of indetenninate human activity in Mesolithic and
NeolithiclBronze Age times. A fuller understanding of the glimpsed ard marks certainly seems desirable.
Although there is some minor evidence cfIron Age activity, this period is not well represented in the
evaluation sections and there seems little evidence to suggest that activity of this period has been focussed in
the area of the development footprint. With the exception of the precinct wall, in the vicinity of the
nymphaeum. the evaluation has sho~ no evidence of substantive built Roman structures on the proposed
lines of the new building. The evaluation has, however, revealed undisturbed horizons of prehistoric and
Roman date and these are clearly pertinent to the improved understanding of the site. Although of relatively
recent date, the Victorian levels are also of archaeological interest. These offer evidence of the technique and
character ofearly antiquarian investigation and the contemporary social history of the time when the villa
was first uncovered.
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